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Abstract— Concept Factorization (CF) and its variants may produce inaccurate representation and clustering results due to the 
sensitivity to noise, hard constraint on the reconstruction error and pre-obtained approximate similarities. To improve the 
representation ability, a novel unsupervised Robust Flexible Auto-weighted Local-coordinate Concept Factorization (RFA-LCF) 
framework is proposed for clustering high-dimensional data. Specifically, RFA-LCF integrates the robust flexible CF by clean 
data space recovery, robust sparse local-coordinate coding and adaptive weighting into a unified model. RFA-LCF improves the 
representations by enhancing the robustness of CF to noise and errors, providing a flexible constraint on the reconstruction 
error and optimizing the locality jointly. For robust learning, RFA-LCF clearly learns a sparse projection to recover the underlying 
clean data space, and then the flexible CF is performed in the projected feature space. RFA-LCF also uses a L2,1-norm based 
flexible residue to encode the mismatch between the recovered data and its reconstruction, and uses the robust sparse local-
coordinate coding to represent data using a few nearby basis concepts. For auto-weighting, RFA-LCF jointly preserves the 
manifold structures in the basis concept space and new coordinate space in an adaptive manner by minimizing the 
reconstruction errors on clean data, anchor points and coordinates. By updating the local-coordinate preserving data, basis 
concepts and new coordinates alternately, the representation abilities can be potentially improved. Extensive results on public 
databases show that RFA-LCF delivers the state-of-the-art clustering results compared with other related methods.  
Index Terms— Unsupervised data representation, high-dimensional data clustering, robust flexible concept factorization, auto-
weighting learning, robust sparse local coordinate coding 
——————————      —————————— 
1 INTRODUCTION
LUSTERING high-dimensional data by effective rep-
resentation is a fundamental issue in the areas of mul-
tivariate data analysis and data mining, etc. But the mas-
sive and ever-increasing real data usually have unfavora-
ble features and various noise or errors that may decrease 
the representation results directly [38-42], so how to com-
pute more descriptive and robust representations of orig-
inal data is still challenging [29-31][57-60][62]. To address 
this issue, different representation learning methods can 
be used, among which matrix factorization is one widely-
used method. In last decades, many effective factorization 
methods were proposed, of which Vector quantization (VQ) 
[3], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1], Singular Value 
Decomposition [2], Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 
[4], and Concept Factorization (CF) [5] are classical methods 
for data analysis and representation. Among these factor-
ization models, NMF and CF differ from others since the 
used nonnegative constraints on the factorization matri-
ces can enable a non-subtractive combination of parts to 
form a whole, which can be regarded as a procedure of 
learning parts-based representations [4-5]. Note that in 
reality vital distinguishing features may be the key parts 
of faces (i.e., noses and eyes) in image data, topics in text 
data, or strokes in handwriting data, so the nonnegative 
constraint plays an essential role in data representation.  
Given a nonnegative data matrix X, NMF and CF aim 
at decomposing it into the product of two or three non- 
negative factors by minimizing the reconstruction error [4] 
[5]. One factor is the basis vectors capturing the higher-
level features of data and each sample can be regarded as 
a linear combination of the bases approximately. The oth-
er factor contains the coefficients [4][5]. Then, the cluster 
label of each sample can be obtained from the linear coef-
ficients. Due to the nonnegative constraint based additive 
reconstruction, NMF and its variants, e.g., Projective NMF 
(PNMF) [6], Graph Regularized NMF (GNMF) [7], Con-
strained NMF (CNMF) [8], Graph Dual Regularization NMF 
(DNMF) [41], Parameter-less Auto-weighted Multiple Graph 
regularized NMF (PAMGNMF) [50] and Dual-graph Sparse 
NMF (DSNMF) [49] are widely applied for characterizing 
and clustering the faces, documents and texts [45-47], etc. 
Although the enhanced results have been obtained, NMF 
and its variants still cannot handle data in the reproduc-
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ing kernel Hilbert space. To solve this issue, CF that aims 
at representing each sample using a linear combination of 
the cluster centers is derived. The major advantage of CF 
over NMF is that CF can be performed in any data repre-
sentation space, thus it can be easily kernelized compared 
with the NMF based models. Note that CF can only reveal 
the global geometry of data space but cannot preserve the 
manifold structures. Toward handing this issue, several 
effective locality preserving CF based methods have been 
recently proposed, such as Locally Consistent CF (LCCF) 
[9], Local Coordinate CF (LCF) [10], Graph-Regularized LCF 
(GRLCF) [26], Graph-regularized CF with Local Coordinate 
(LGCF) [48] and Dual-graph regularized CF (GCF) [40]. To 
be specific, LCCF uses the graph Laplacian to smooth the 
representation and encode the geometrical information of 
the data space, which allows extracting the concepts with 
respect to the intrinsic manifold structures. Different from 
LCCF, LCF provides another effective method to preserve 
the locality by requiring the basis vectors to be as close to 
the original data as possible. Besides, it enables each data 
point to be represented by a linear combination with only 
a few nearby basis concepts so that the locality and spar-
sity are captured at the same time, i.e., local coordinate 
coding is incorporated with the locality preservation. As a 
combination of LCF and LCCF, both GRLCF and LGCF 
force the learned coefficients to be sparse and simultane-
ously keep the geometric structures of samples by inte-
grating the local coordinate constraint and graph regular-
ization, which improves the clustering result to some ex-
tent. GCF preserves the geometric sturctures of both data 
manifold and feature manifold simultaneously by using 
the dual-graph regularization strategy [40].   
It is worth noting that existing CF methods still suffer 
from some drawbacks that potentially decrease the repre-
sentation and clustering abilities. First, to keep the locality 
of the new representation, LCCF, GRLCF, LGCF and GCF 
need to search the neighbors of each data point by the k-
neighborhood orε-neighborhood, and pre-calculate the 
graph weights using a separate step before factorization. 
But estimating an optimal k or ε value is still a tricky issue 
in real applications [16-17], and fixing the same k or ε val-
ue for all samples is also unreasonable because real data 
usaully have complex and different distributions [25]. The 
pre-calculated weights and graph Laplacian prior to the 
factorization process also cannot be ensured to be optimal 
for seeking the new representation of orginal data explic-
itly. Compared with LCCF and LCF, the recent LGCF and 
GRLCF incorporate the idea of local coordinate coding to 
capture the sparsity and locality simultaneously. But the 
aforementioned LCF, LCCF, GRLCF, LGCF and GCF still 
cannot encode the local geometrical structures in the basis 
concept space and new coordinate space jointly, especial-
ly in an adaptive manner. Second, the processes of search-
ing neighbors, defining weights and performing factori-
zation of aforementioned methods are performed in the 
original space, but real data usually have noise and unfa-
vorable features that may cause negative effects on the 
representation results. Thus, it would be better to weight 
and represent data in a noise-removed clean space so that 
more accurate data representation can be obtained. Third, 
CF and its variants minimize the reconstruction error be-
tween the original data X and the product of three factors 
as a hard constraint for discovering the new representa-
tion. They assume that the new representation should lie 
in the nonnegative space and a linear combination of clus-
ter centers should be able to represent each sample, but 
the hard constraint may be overfitted in real applications.   
In this paper, we propose a novel robust locality pre-
serving flexible factorization method to overcome existing 
shortcomings of aforementioned LCF, LCCF and GRLCF, 
and inherit their merits at the same time. The major con-
tributions of this paper are summarized as follows:  
(1) A novel and unsupervised framework called Robust 
Flexible Auto-weighted Local-coordinate Concept Factorization 
(RFA-LCF) is technically proposed. RFA-LCF aims to en-
hance the representation ability in threefold: (i) improv-
ing the robust properties of the factorization and coordi-
nate coding to noise and corruption by subspace recovery; 
(ii) encoding the locality structures by adaptive weighting 
in the basis vectors space and new representation space; 
(iii) providing a more accurate flexible constraint on the 
reconstruction error. To integrate these innovations, we 
clearly incorporate the robust flexible CF, robust adaptive 
sparse local coordinate coding and auto-weighting into a 
unified model. The relationship analysis also illustrates 
that RFA-LCF is more general and powerful.  
(2) For the robust flexible learning, RFA-LCF improves 
the representations in twofold. First, it enhances the ro-
bustness by seeking a sparse projection P to obtain salient 
features of original data and remove noise from data by 
embedding jointly. Then, the factorization is performed in 
the projective feature space, which clearly differs from 
most existing methods that are usually performed in the 
original input space. We also use the sparse L2,1-norm to 
encode the mismatch between the recovered data and its 
reconstruction. This is also different from most existing 
models with the Frobenius-norm that is usually sensitive 
to noise and outliers. While L2,1-norm has been proven to 
be robust to noise and outliers and it can enforce the re-
construction error to be sparse in rows [11][51][52], which 
has the potential to minimize the factorization error. Sec-
ond, RFA-LCF introduces a soft and flexible penalty term 
on reconstruction error by relaxing the existing assump-
tion that each sample can be represented by a linear com-
bination of cluster centers. This operation can avoid the 
possible overfitting issue and handle the data sampled 
from a nonlinear manifold potentially [43][44].  
(3) To encode the locality and sparsity more accurately, 
we integrate the adaptive weighting with the robust flex-
ible CF by discovering not only the manifold structures in 
the projective feature space, but also the localities of the 
basis concepts and new representations in an adaptive 
manner. By sharing the adaptive weights in the projective 
feature space, basis vector space and new representation 
space, the encoded similarities and locality can be poten-
tially more reliable. The auto-weighting can also avoid 
the tricky issue of specifying a fixed neighborhood size or 
ball radius. Based on the adaptive weights and projective 
features, RFA-LCF can also perform the robust adaptive 
locality preserving sparse local coordinate coding to rep-
resent data by using a few most nearby basis concepts.  
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This paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 briefly re-
views the related work. Section 3 presents the problem, 
convergence analysis and complexity of our RFA-LCF. In 
Section 4, we show the connections between our method 
and other models. Section 5 shows the settings and results. 
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.  
2 RELATED WORK 
We briefly review the related CF, LCCF and LCF methods.  
2.1 Matrix factorization and CF 
CF is a classical unsupervised factorization method for 
data representation. Given  1 2, ,...,
d N
NX x x x
  , where 
, 1,2, ,ix i N are sample vectors, N  denotes the number 
of samples and d is the original dimension of each sample. 
Denoting d rU  and T r NV  as two nonnegative ma-
trices, T d NUV  is the approximation to the data X , 
where the rank r  of the factorization is a constant. By 
representing each basis using a nonnegative linear com-
bination of ix , i.e., 1
N
ij ii
w x
 , where 0ijw  , then CF aims at 
calculating the approximate relation as TX XWV . Thus, 
CF minimizes the following objective function:  
2
,
min , . . , 0 T
W V
X XWV s t W V ,                      (1) 
where N rijW w
    , XW approximates the bases, 
TV is 
the new representation, and TV is the transpose of V.  
Theorem 1. For , 0X W V , , the objective function of CF is 
nonincreasing under the following updating rules [5]:   
 
 
 
 
1 1,t t t tik ikjk jk jk jkT T
ik ik
KV KW
w w v v
KWV V VW KW
   ,       (2) 
where TK X X . After the convergence of CF, the new rep
resentation TV of the original data can be obtained.  
2.2 Locally Consistent CF (LCCF) 
Differernt from the regular CF, LCCF learns the manifold 
preserving representations of the original data by adding 
a geometrically based regularizer. LCCF first constructs a 
graph G(R, E) with N nodes over X, where each vertex in 
the vertex set R corresponds to , and the edge weight  
connecting and can be defined as 
,          (3) 
where is the set including the k nearest neighbors 
of xi. The regularization term can then be defined as 
,                  (4) 
where is the i-th column of V, graph Laplacian L=D-S, D 
is a diagonal matrix whose entries are column sums of S, 
i.e., . By representing each basis by a nonnega-
tive linear combination of ix , i.e., 1
N
ij ii
w x
 , where 0ijw  , 
LCCF solves the following objective function:   
,           (5) 
where denotes a regularized weighting factor.  
Theorem 2. For , , 0X W V  , the objective function of LCCF 
in Eq.(5) is nonincreasing under the following multiplica-
tive updating rules [9]:  
 
 
 
 
1 1,t t t tik ikjk jk jk jkT T
ik ik
KV KW SV
w w v v
KWV V VW KW DV


 

 

.  (6)  
2.3 Local Coordinate CF (LCF) 
LCF is motivated by the idea of local coordinate coding. 
More specifically, LCF takes the locality constraints into 
account, considers the anchor points j ij iiu w x   and the 
coordinates for each sample over each column of V with 
respect to the anchor points. Then, LCF defines the fol-
lowing constraint term to measure the locality and sparsi-
ty penalties between the anchor point ru  and ix :  
2
2
1 1 1
R R N
ri r i ri jr j ir r j
v u x v w x x
  
     ,            (7) 
Thus, LCF minimizes the following objective function:  
2
2
1 1 1,
min 
  
    
N R N
ri jr j ii r jW V
X XWV v w x x ,       (8) 
where 0  is a weighting parameter. By Eq. (8), LCF tries 
to represent ix by using only a few nearby anchor points 
so that the sparsity and local structure can be preserved.  
Theorem 3. For , , 0X W V  , the objective function of LCF 
in Eq.(8) is nonincreasing under the following multiplica-
tive updating rules [10]:   
 
 
  
 
11
1
1
2 1
2



 








 


NT T T
i iit t ik
jk jk NT
ii
ik
T
t t ik
jk jk T
ik
KV X x e D
w w
KWVV KWD
W K
v v
W KWV A B
,                   (9) 
where e is a column vector with all ones, A is a ma-
trix whose rows are , and B is a ma-
trix whose columns are .  
3 ROBUST FLEXIBLE AUTO-WEIGHTED LOCAL-
COORDINATE CONCEPT FACTORIZATION 
3.1 The Objective Function 
We introduce the formulation of RFA-LCF in this section. 
The main idea of RFA-LCF is to improve the data repre-
sentation ability by improving the robustness properties 
to noise and errors by subspace recovery, enhancing the 
similarities by robust sparse local-coordinate coding and 
adaptive weighting learning, and providing a more flexi-
ble reconstructive factorization error. Given a data matrix
 1 2, ,...,
d N
NX x x x
  , RFA-LCF jointly learns a L2,1-norm 
based sparse subspace projection d dP   to remove the 
noise and outliers in data by embedding X onto it directly. 
Then, it factorizes the recovered clean data TP X  to obtain 
the nonnegative matrices N RW  and T R NV  , and uses 
the product T d NXWV   to approximate the clean data
TP X for more descriptive and robust representations. For 
ix ijS
ix jx
   , if  or 
0, otherwise
T
i j
i k j j k i
ij i j
x x
x N x x N x
S x x

 
 


 k iN x

 
2
, 1
1/ 2

   
N T
i j iji j
v v S tr V LV
iv
ii ijj
D S
 
2
,
min ,   . . , 0T T
W V
X XWV tr V LV s t W V  
0 
R N
  
TTa diag K R N
 Tb diag W KW
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robust flexible CF, RFA-LCF clearly sets the factorization 
based on the recovered clean data as 
  0, ,
T TP X X W V P X  , where  , ,X W V  is a transform 
function for factorizing data. Assume that  , ,X W V is the 
linear regression function TXWV , the residue 0
TP X  will be 
able to encode the mismatch between TP X  and TXWV in a 
soft manner by relaxing the hard constraint T TP X XWV , 
and can also avoid the possible overfitting problem in the 
reconstruction. It is worth noting that virtually all existing 
CF based algorithms directly minimize the reconstruction 
error between the original data and the product, and ther-
fore they may suffer from the potential overfitting issue 
in reality. To make the residue easily understandable, we 
introduce a bias term into it, i.e., Teb , where e is a column 
vector of all ones and 1db  is a bias vector that also cor-
responds to the matching error. Since the sparse L2,1-norm 
is proved to be more suitable to encode the reconstruction 
error and more robust to noise than traditional Frobenius-
norm [11][51][52], we impose L2,1-norm to encode the res-
idue, i.e., 
2,1
 T T T TX P eb VW X . To encode the neighbor-
hood and similarities more reliably, RFA-LCF defines the 
manifold structures jointly over the clean data TP X , basis 
concepts XW  and coordinates TV in an adaptive manner 
by minimizing the joint reconstruction errors explicitly, 
i.e.,
2 2 2
    T T T T T T
F F F
P X P XQ W W Q V V Q , where Q is the 
adaptive reconstruction weight matrix to be calculated. 
RFA-LCF also involves the robust adaptive locality pre-
serving coordinate coding to represent the data by using a 
few most nearby basis concepts, which can potentially 
enable the factorization process to have enhanced repre-
sentation and clustering abilities. These discussions lead 
to the following objective function for RFA-LCF:  
   
2,1, , , ,
2,1
min
,
. . , , 0,  0, 1,2,...,
  
  
  
  
T T T T
W V Q P b
ii
O X P eb VW X
f W V g Q P
s t W V Q Q i N
.           (10) 
where , , 0W V Q  are the nonnegative constraints, 0iiQ  is 
added to avoid the trivial solution Q I , and , , 0   
are trade-off parameters. For the effects of L2,1-norm [11] 
[51][52], minimizing the L2,1-norm based flexible residue 
will have the potential to reduce the reconstruction error.
 ,f W V is the robust adaptive neighborhood preserving 
locality and sparsity constraint term and  g Q  is the au-
to-weighted learning term, which are defined as 
 
 
2
1 1 1
2
, =
=
  

   
   
   
   
   
  
N R NT T T
ri jr j ii r j
T T
T T
T T
F
f W V v w P x P x
P X P X
g Q W W Q
V V
.       (11) 
The term  ,f W V  correlates the anchor points and the 
coordinates in coordinate coding, and the auto-weighted 
learning term  g Q  keeps the reconstruction relationship 
and manifold structures of clean data TP X , basis vectors 
TW and new representation TV jointly. To highlight and 
show the benefits of involving the two terms  ,f W V  and
 g Q , next we briefly discuss the sum of them:  
   
2
1 1 1
2
, =
N R NT T T
ri jr j ii r j
T T
T T
T T
F
f W V g Q v w P x P x
P X P X
W W Q
V V
  
 
 
 
  
 
   
   
    
   
   
   
  
,  (12) 
from which one can find that the above coordinate coding 
process in our formulation is clearly different from that of 
LCF in twofold. First, the neighborhood relationship is 
encoded explicitly in an adaptive manner by integrating 
the reconstruction error 
2 2
T T T T
F F
W W Q V V Q       
based on the basis concept vectors TW and new coordi-
nates TV into the local coordinate coding in our problem, 
which may produce more accurate coordinates and repre-
sentations than the LCF potentially. Second, our RFA-LCF 
performs the robust adaptive sparse local coordinate cod-
ing in the recovered clean data space spanned by using P 
to represent data, while LCF performs the coordinate cod-
ing in the original data space that usually contains noise. 
Thus, RFA-LCF involves a robust adaptive neighborhood 
preserving locality and sparsity constrained penalty be-
tween the anchor point ru  and ix , compared with LCF.  
Note that our RFA-LCF can be performed alternately 
among the following three steps. By updating the projec-
tive data, adaptive weights, basis concepts and new coor-
dinates alternately in an adaptive manner, the representa-
tion ability can be potentially improved.  
(1) Robust Flexible Auto-weighted Local-coordinate CF:  
When the projection P  and adaptive weight matrix Q are 
fixed, we can focus on the robust flexible adaptive local-
coordinate CF for representing data. With P and Q fixed, 
we have the following reduced formulation:   
2
12,1, ,
1 1
2
min
, . . , 0



 
   
   
        
   
 
N R
NT T T T T T T
ri jr j ijW V b
i r
T T
T T
F
X P eb VW X v w P x P x
W W
Q s t W V
V V
,(13) 
where   and  trade off the robust adaptive sparse local-
coordinate coding term and adaptive locality preserving 
term. Due to the adaptive weights Q, the neighborhoods 
within the basis concept vectors XW  and new coordinates 
TV can be preserved in an adaptive manner clearly. After 
W and V are obtained, we can update the neighborhood 
preserving sparse projection P for subspace recovery.   
(2) Robust Subspace Recovery by Sparse Projection:  
We focus on computing the robust L2,1-norm regularized 
projection for recovering the subspace and removing the 
noise from data in this step, with W, V and Q known. The 
sub-problem involved can be formulated as 
2
2,12,1
min T T T T T T
FP
X P eb VW X P X P XQ P      , (14) 
where the minimization of 
2
T T
F
P X P XQ  can preserve 
the neighborhood information of embedded data TP X in 
the projective feature space clearly. After the recovered 
subspace is updated by P, we can return it for the robust 
flexible adaptive local-coordinate CF and re-weighting.  
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(3) Auto-weighted Reconstruction Graph Learning:  
When the sparse projection P and factors W, V are known, 
we can perform the auto-weighting learning by sharing 
the weight matrix Q in projective feature space, basis vec-
tors space and representation space, which can preserve 
the geometrical structures of embedded data, basis vec-
tors and new representations explicitly and adaptively. 
The auto-weighted learning process is formulated as 
2
min ,  . . 0,  0
 
 
 
   
   
     
   
   
   
T T
T T
ii
Q
T T
F
P X P X
W W Q s t Q Q
V V
,    (15) 
from which the adaptive weights in Q can be obtained, 
where the entry Qi,j measures the contribution of xj to re-
construct each xi. That is, the larger Qi,j is, the closer be-
tween xj and xi in terms of similarity or distance is. By 
updating the adaptive weights, robust projection and fac-
torization matrices alternaltely, RFA-LCF can ensure the 
learnt weights to be optimal for the data representations. 
Note that an early version of this work was presented in 
[57]. This paper has further provided the detailed analysis 
of the formulation, convergence analysis, computational 
complexity analysis and relationship analysis, and more-
over conducts a thorough experimental evaluation on the 
tasks of data representation and clustering.  
3.2 Optimization 
We describe how to optimize the proposed objective func-
tion in Eq.(10). As there are several variables in the prob-
lem and the involved variables depend on each other, the 
objective function of RFA-LCF cannot be solved directly. 
In this paper, we follow the common procedures to up-
date the variables alternately. Let O  be the objective func-
tion of our RFA-LCF, 1 2, ,...,T T T T NR X P eb VW X r r r      
and N NM  be a diagonal matrix with the entries being
 
2
1/ 2 , 1,2,...,iiim r i N  . Based on the properties of the 
L2,1-norm [11][51-52], we can have 
2,1
T T T TX P eb VW X    
    2 T T T T T T Ttr P X be XWV M X P eb VW X    . By taking the 
derivative of the problem in Eq.(10) w.r.t. the bias b, and 
setting the derivative to zero, we can easily obtain 
 
 
0T T T
T T
M
O
P XMe be Me XWV Me
b
b XWV Me P XMe N 

   

  
,               (16) 
where TM iiiN e Me m
    is a constant. Thus, the flexible 
residue can be rewritten as 
 
 
T T T T
loss
T T T T T T T T
M
T T T T T T
e M M
T T T
e e
X P eb VW X
X P e e MVW X e MX P N VW X
H X P VW X ee VW X N
H X P H VW X


   
   
  
 
,  (17) 
where Te M MH I ee N
  and  11 22, , ,
T T N
M NNe e M m m m   . 
Then, we can have  
2,1
2 TP tr P SP , 
2,1
T T T
e eH X P H VW X 
    2 T T T T T Te etr P X XWV H MH X P VW X  , where S is a diag-
onal matrix with the entries 
2
0.5 / iiiS P  and
iP  is the i-
th row vector of P. Suppose each   0 
i
T T T
e eH X P H VW X
and 0iP  over each index i, let  , ,
T
TH X P W V and by 
substituting Eq.(17) into Eq.(10), we have the following 
matrix trace based optimization problem:   
    
    
   
, , , , ,
1
min
. . , , 0,  0

 

 
  
 
 

T T T T T T
e e
W V Q P M S
TN T T T T T T
i i ii
T T
ii
tr P X XWV H MH X P VW X
tr P x e P XW L P x e P XW
tr HGH tr P SP
s t W V Q Q
,  (18) 
where 
 
and . Then, the op-
timization of our RFA-LCF can be described as follows:  
(1) Fix P and Q, update the nonnegative factors W, V:  
We first show how to optimize W and V. Let and 
be the Lagrange multipliers for nonnegative constraints
 and respectively,  and , the 
Lagrange function 1L of Eq.(18) can be constructed as 
    
    
     
1
1



  
  
    

T T T T T T
e e
TN T T T T T T
i i ii
T T
tr P X XWV H MH X P VW X
tr P x e P XW L P x e P XW
tr HGH tr W tr V
L
.  (19) 
By taking the partial derivatives of 1L with respect to 
W and V respectively, we can obtain 
 
 
 
1
1
/ 2 2
2 2
2
T T T T T T
e e e e
N T T T T T
i i ii
W X XWV H MH V X P XH MH V
X PP x e L X PP XWL
GW



   
  
  

L
,    (20) 
 
   
1 / 2 2
2 2 
   
    
T T T T T
e e e e
T T T
V H MH VW X XW H MH X PXW
A W X PP X B GV
L
.   (21) 
By using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [53-54], i.e., 
 and , and denoting , we can 
easily obtain the following two equations:   
 
   1 0 

    
T T T
jr
N T T T T T
i i i jr jri
KWV CV X P XCV w
X PP x e L X PP XWL w GW w
, (22) 
   
 
2 2 2
2 0
T T T T T
jr jr
jr
CVW KW CX PXW v A W X PP X B v
GV v


   
 
, (23) 
where A represents a matrix whose rows are Ta   
 ( )
T
T Tdiag X PP X , and B is a matrix whose columns 
are ( )  T T Tdiag W X PP XW . Note that the above equations 
can lead to following multiplicative updating rules for the 
basis vectors W and new representation V:   
 
 
1
1
NT T T T T
i ii
jr
jr jr NT T T
ii
jr
X P XCV X PP x e L
w w
KWV CV X PP XWL GW

 




 


,     (24) 
 
  
2 2
2 2
T T
jr
jr jr T T T
jr
CX PXW KW
v v
CVW KW A B GV

 


  
.          (25) 
(2) Fix W, V, and Q, update the sparse projection P:  
In this step, we show show to optimize P. By removing the 
terms that are irrelevant to variable P from Eq.(18), we can 
obtain the following reduced formulation:  
loss
 i iL diag v   
T
G I Q I Q  
jr jr
0W  0V  jr     jr    
0jr jrw  0jr jrv 
T
e eC H MH
R N
R N
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      
    
   
1
min T T T T T Te e
P
TN T T T T T T
i i ii
T T T
J P tr P X XWV H MH X P VW X
tr P x e P XW L P x e P XW
tr P XGX P tr P SP

 

  
  
 
 . (26) 
By taking the derivative of  J P w.r.t. P and setting the 
derivative   / J P P  to zero, we have 
 
   
1
/
0
 


     
   
T T T T
TN T T
i i ii
J P P XCX P XVW X XGX P SP
x e XW L x e XW P
.     (27) 
Thus, we can easily update the projection matrix P as 
  
1
  

    T T TP X C G X S XCVW X ,            (28) 
where    
T
E W L E W     and E is an N R matrix with 
all ones. After P is updated in each iteration, we can use it 
together with W and V to compute the weight matrix Q.  
(3) Fix W, V, and P, update the adaptive weights Q:  
By removing the irrelevant terms to Q from Eq.(18), we can 
obtain the following reduced formulation:  
     min , . . 0,  0    T T ii
Q
J Q tr H I Q I Q H s t Q Q ,   (29) 
where  , ,
T
TH X P W V . Let be the Lagrange multiplier 
for the nonnegative constraint , and , the 
Lagrange function 2L of Eq.(29) can be constructed as 
     2     T T Ttr H I Q I Q H tr QL .             (30) 
By taking the derivative of 2L  with respect to Q, and 
using the KKT condition , we can easily obtain  
 
 
2 / 2
2 0


     
 
T T
T T
ij
Q H HQ H H
H HQ H H q
L
,                (31) 
which leads to the following updating rule for Q:   
 
 

T
ij
ij ij T
ij
H H
q q
H HQ
 and 0iiq .                     (32) 
After the adaptive weight matrix Q is obtained in each 
iteration, we can return it to further update W, V and P.  
To present our RFA-LCF completely, we summarize its 
optimization procedures in Algorithm 1, where the diag-
onal matrices M and S are initialized to be the identity 
matrices similarly as [11] so that each vector 0iP  and 
  0 
i
T T T
e eH X P H VW X  over index i can be satisfied in the 
iterative optimizations. The convergence condition is set 
to
2
1   t t
F
V V , where  is a small number set to 0.001 in 
this paper. It can measure the divergence between two 
sequential representations and ensure the representation 
result will not change drastically, since the representation 
V is the major variable computed for data clustering.   
3.3 Convergence Analysis 
We show the convergence analysis of our RFA-LCF. We 
present Theorem 4 regarding the above iterative updating 
rules, which ensures the convergence of the iterations and 
the final solution will be the local optimum.  
Theorem 4: The problem of RFA-LCF in Eq.(18) is non-
increasing under the presented updating rules.  
Algorithm 1: Our proposed RFA-LCF framework 
Inputs: Original data matrix X, constant r (rank of the fac-
torization), and the tuning parameters , ,   .  
Initialization: Initialize the weight matrix Q by the cosine 
similarity; Initialize W and V as random matrices; Initialize 
M, S and P to be the identity matrices; 0t .  
While not converged do 
1. Update W and V by Eqs.(24) and (25);  
2. Update the robust projection P by Eq. (28) ;  
3. Update the adaptive weight matrix Q by Eq. (32) ;   
4. Update the diagonal matrices M and S accordingly;   
5. Check for convergence: suppose that
2
1   t t
F
V V , stop; 
else 1 t t . End while 
Output: New representation    
1 

t
T TV V , adaptive weight 
matrix 1  tQ Q  and robust projection 1tP P  .   
 
 
 To prove the Theorem 4, we use a similar convergence 
proof method as [4][10] by adopting auxiliary functions to 
assist the analysis. We show the definition of the auxiliary 
function and its property as follows.   
Definition 1:  , 'x x is an auxiliary function for  F x if 
the following conditions are satisfied:  
        , ,  ,x x F x x x F x    .                     (33) 
Lemma 1: If  denotes an auxiliary function, then F is 
non-increasing under the update:  
 1 arg min ,t
x
x x x   .                              (34) 
Proof:        1 1, ,t t t t t tF x x x x x F x      .  
Note that the equality    1t tF x F x   holds only if tx is 
a local minimum of  , tx x . By iterating the updates, we 
can obtain a sequence of estimates that converge to a 
local minimum  min arg min xx F x . Next, we define an 
auxiliary function for our problem and use Lemma 1 to 
show that the minimum of objective function is exactly 
our update rule, and thus the Theorem 4 can be proved.  
We prove the convergence of the updating rule in 
Eq.(24) firstly. For any entry ijw  in W, let ijwF be the part 
of objective function relevant to ijw , ijwF can be defined as 
    
    
 
1
min
, . . 0



 
  
 

T T T T T T
e e
W
TN T T T T T T
i i ii
T
tr P X XWV H MH X P VW X
tr P x e P XW L P x e P XW
tr WGW s t W
.  (35) 
Since the update is essentially element-wise, it is suffi-
cient to show each
ijw
F is non-increasing under the update 
rule of Eq.(24). To prove it, we can define the following 
auxiliary function   for
ijw
F .  
Lemma 2: The following function is an auxiliary func-
tion for
ijw
F , which is only relevant to variable ijw :  
   
  
 
1 2
, ( ) ( )
ij ij
t t t t
ij w ij w ij ij
NT T T
ii
ij t
ijt
ij
w w F w F w w w
KWV CV X PP XWL GW
w w
w
 

    
 

 .  (36) 
  Proof: The Taylor series expansion of 
ijw
F is described as 
   
2
( ) ( ) ( ) 1 / 2
ij ij ij ij
t t t t
w w ij w ij ij w ijF w F w F w w w F w w      . Since 
ij
0Q 
ij    
0ij ijq 
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 
       
       
   
   
       
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
NT
i iji
ij
NT T T
iik i kkj ik kj
k
NT T T
ii ij iij jjijj ij
T T t T
ii ij kjik jj
k
N T T t t
kj i ik kji k ik jj
k
Nt T T T
ij iii jjijj ii
KWV CV KWL GW
KW V CV X PP XW L
G W KW V CV X PP XW L
G W X PP X w V CV
X PP X w L G w
w K V CV X PP X L
 

 

 






 
 
  
 
 
 

  


  
 
1
.
2 ij
ii
t
ij w
G
w F



, (37) 
from which we can easily conclude that    ,
ij
t
ij ww w F w  .  
Similarly, the auxiliary function for the objective func-
tion with regard to the variable ijv is defined as follows:  
  Lemma 3: The following function 
      
   
 
2
,
2 2
ij ij
t t t t
ij v ij v ij ij
T
ijijij t
ijt
ij
G v v F v F v v v
CVW KW A B GV
v v
v
 
  
  
 
     (38) 
is an auxiliary function for
ijv
F  , which is also the part of 
the objective function that is only relevant to ijv .   
Proof: This proof is essentially similar to that of Lemma 
2. By comparing  , tijv v with the Taylor series expansion 
of
ijv
F , we only need to prove    2  T ijijCVW KW A B
2 / 1 / 2  
ij
t
ij ij vGV v F . Note that we have , 0A B  and 
     
   
   
    
2 2 2 2
2 2
2 2
1
2 2 .
2
  



    
 
 
  
 
ij
T T
ij ijijij ij
T
ii ijij jj
t T t
kj ik kjik jj
k k
t T t
ij ii ij vii jj
CVW KW A B GV CVW KW GV
CV W KW G V
C v W KW G v
v C W KW G v F
.(39) 
Thus, we can similarly conclude that    ,
ij
t
ij vv v F v  . In 
the simialr ways, we can also obtain    ,
ij
t
ij qq q F q  , and
   ,
ij
t
ij pp p F p  . Since  , tijG w w ,  , tijv v ,  , tijp p and
 , tijq q are the auxiliary functions for ijwF , ijvF , ijpF , and 
ijq
F , respectively. According to Lemma 1, by solving 
 1 arg min ,t tw ijw w w   ,  1 arg min ,t tv ijv v v   , 
 1 arg min ,t tp ijp p p   ,  1 arg min ,t tq ijq q q   , 
we can obtain the same updates as in Eqs.(24-25)(28)(32) 
respectively. Thus, the optimization problem in Eq.(18) is 
non-increasing under these updates.  
3.4 Computational Complexity Analysis 
We present the computational complexity analysis of our 
RFA-LCF in this part. Note that we mainly describe the 
extra cost of RFA-LCF in comparison to LCF. We also use 
big O notation to show the complexity [28]. According to 
the updating rules in Eqs.(24-25), we can easily find that 
RFA-LCF has the same computational time complexity as 
LCF by using the big O when updating W and V specifi-
cally, i.e., O(N2r), where N is the number of samples in X 
and r is the dimension of new representation VT. Besides 
W and V, we also need to compute P and Q in each itera-
tion. According to Eqs.(28)(32), the complexity of updat-
ing P and Q is at least O(d3), where d is the dimension. 
Thus, the overall cost is O(tN2r) when N is far large 
than d and the updates stop after t times iterations.  
4 RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS 
In this section, we discuss the connections between relat-
ed methods and our RFA-LCF algorithm.  
4.1 Connection with CF [5] 
We first show that CF is a special case of our RFA-LCF. 
Recalling the objective function of our RFA-LCF in Eq.(18), 
if we constrain = =0  , we have the following simplified 
formulation in the matrix trace expression:  
     2,1, , ,min
T
T T T T T T T T
W V P b
tr X P eb VW X M X P eb VW X P     , 
 (40) 
where M denotes a diagonal matrix with entries being 
 
2
0.5 /
i
T T T T
iim X P eb VW X   . If the bias b=0, the pro-
jection is the standard basis (i.e., P I ) and M is an iden-
tity matrix, we can obtain the following problem:  
     2
,
min    
T
T T T T T T T
FW V
tr X VW X X VW X X XWV ,  (41) 
which is equivalent to the objective function of traditional 
CF problem in Eq.(1). But setting P I  and   I means 
that the factorization process will be performed on origi-
nal data X, and the used metric will not be robust to noise 
and outliers in data any more. Setting the bias b=0 means 
that reconstruction error will lose the ability to handle the 
samples resided on a nonlinear manifold potentially. Set-
ting = =0   means that the locality and sparsity between 
the anchor point ru  and ix  cannot be preserved any more, 
and the neighborhood information within the anchor 
points and learnt new representations cannot be encoded 
clearly. As a result, our RFA-LCF can potentially outper-
form CF for learning effective data representations.  
4.2 Connection with LCCF [9] 
We then discuss the relationship between our RFA-LCF 
and LCCF. Recalling the objective function of our RFA-
LCF in Eq.(18), if we constrain = =0  , pre-calculate and 
fix the weight matrix Q in the optimizations, the optimi-
zation problem in Eq.(18) can be reduced to 
 
    
 
2,1, ,
min
 
T T T T T
W V b
T T T T T T T T
T
X P eb VW X tr H GH
tr X P eb VW X M X P eb VW X
tr H GH


  
    

. (42) 
Suppose we further constrain P I , fix M to be an iden-
tity matrix, set b=0 and remove the neighborhood preser-
vation constraint on W, the above problem becomes 
2
2
,
min
 
 
   
     
   
   
T
F T TW V
F
X X
X XWV Q
V V
.           (43) 
 Note that 
2

F
X XQ  is a constant when Q is fixed in 
the optimization and the above problem is equivalent to 
LCCF if G is equivalent to the graph Laplacian L in LCCF. 
It should be noted that G L  when /  TS Q ee N , where e 
is a column vector of all ones. Compared with CF, LCCF 
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suffers from the same shortcoming by setting P I , M I  
and =0 . In addition, fixing the weight matrix Q  by pre-
calculating it before the reconstruction will clearly make 
LCCF lose the adaptive neighborhood preserving ability. 
Moreover, the pre-calculated weights cannot be ensured 
to be optimal for the subsequent factorization process.  
4.3 Connection with LCF [10] 
We discuss the relations between RFA-LCF and LCF. For 
the objective function of our RFA-LCF in Eq.(18), if we set
= =0  , the problem in Eq.(18) can be reduced to 
    
, ,
2
1 1 1
min T T T T T T T T
W V b
N R N T T
ri jr j ii r j
tr X P eb VW X M X P eb VW X
v w P x P x
  
   
   
, (44) 
which is equivalent to the formulation of LCF if M I , 
P I  and b=0. But setting P I , i.e., standard basis, the 
locality and sparsity of anchor points and corresponding 
coordinates are encoded in the original data space, which 
may result in the inaccurate measures of the locality and 
sparsity due to the possibly included noise in data.  
4.4 Connection with GRLCF [26] and LGCF [48] 
Both GRLCF and LGCF are the combination of LCCF and 
LCF by considering the manifold structures of data and 
the locality as an additional constraint simultaneously by 
solving the following minimization problem:   
  
2
2
1 1 1,
min
N R N T
ri jr j ii r jW V
X XWV v w x x tr VLV 
  
      ,     
(45) 
where , 0   , and  L D S , where D is a diagonal matrix 
whose entries are column (or row) sums of the weight ma-
trix S. The only difference between GRLCF and LGCF is 
that they define the graph weights in two differernt ways. 
Specifically, LGCF defines the weight matrix by using the 
cosine similarity based on the k-nearest-neighbor adjacen-
cy graph, while GRLCF encodes the graph weights with 
exactly p connected components (where p is the number of 
clusters) by a novel graph-based CLR algorithm [18], and 
then defines S by solving the following problem:   
 
2
0min ,  . . 1,  0,  =ij ijjS
S S s t S S rank L N p    ,       (46) 
where S0 is an initial matrix, L=E-(ST+S)/2, E is a diagonal 
matrix whose entries are given by ii ijjE S and N is the 
number of samples. If we constrain =0  in our RFA-LCF, 
the objective function in Eq.(18) can be rewritten as 
    
 
, , , ,
2
1 1 1
min T T T T T T T T
W V Q M b
N R NT T T T
ri jr j ii r j
tr X P eb VW X M X P eb VW X
v w P x P x tr H GH 
  
   
    
.(47) 
Note that Eq.(47) is equal to Eq.(45) when the following 
conditions are satisfied: (1) if the diagonal matrix M is set 
to an identity matrix; (2) projection P is the standard basis 
(i.e., P I ); (3) the bias vector b=0; (4) G is equivalent to 
the Laplacian matrix  L D S  and the neighborhood pre-
serving constraint on the basis vectors W and embedded 
features TP X are removed. That is, the problem in Eq.(45) 
is just a reduced formulation of RFA-LCF in Eq.(47).  
5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
We conduct simulations to examine our RFA-LCF for da-
ta clustering and representation. The results of our RFA-
LCF are compared with those of 12 related algorithms, i.e., 
NMF [4], PNMF [6], GNMF [7], DNMF [41], DSNMF [49], 
PAMGNMF [50], CF [5], LCCF [9], LCF [10], LGCF [48], 
GRLCF [26] and GCF [40], which are all closely related to 
our algorithm. Note that there are no parameters in NMF, 
PNMF and CF, and the hyperparameters of GNMF, 
DNMF, DSNMF, LCF, LCCF, GRLCF, LGCF, PAMGNMF 
and GCF are carefully chosen for fair comparison. Eight 
public databases are evaluated, including three face data-
bases (i.e., ORL [15], UMIST [33] and CMU PIE [34]), two 
object databases (ETH80 [32] and COIL100 [13]), two 
handwritten datasets from CASIA-HWDB1.1 [12] and one 
time series database (SCC) [61]. For face and object data-
bases, images are resized into 32×32 pixels (i.e., each im-
age is represented using a 1024-dimensional vector). De-
tailed information about used datasets are shown in Table 
1. We perform all experiments on a PC with Intel Core i5-
4590 CPU @ 3.30 GHz 3.30 GHz 8G.  
TABLE 1: LIST OF USED DATASETS AND DATASET INFORMATION. 
Data Type Dataset Name # Points # Dim # Class 
Face 
images 
ORL [15] 400 1024 40 
UMIST [21] 1012 1024 20 
CMU PIE [34] 11554 1024 68 
Object 
images 
ETH80 [32] 3280 1024 80 
COIL100 [13] 7200 1024 100 
Handwritten 
images 
HWDB1.1-D [12] 2381 196 10 
HWDB1.1-L [12] 12456 256 52 
Time Series SCC [61 ] 600 60 6 
5.1 Quantitative Clustering Evaluation 
Clustering Evaluation Process. For the quantitative clus-
tering evaluations, we perform K-means with cosine dis-
tance on the new representations obtained by each meth-
od. Following the procedures in [19][23], for each number 
K of clusters, we choose K categories from each set ran-
domly and use the data of K categories to form the matrix 
X as [19][23]. For each algorithm, the rank r is set to K+1 
as [19] and we average the numerical results over 30 ran-
dom initializations for the K-means clustering algorithm.  
Clustering Evaluation Metric. We employ two widely-
used quantitative evaluation metrics, i.e., Accuracy (AC) 
and F-measure [22][24]. AC is the percentage of the cluster 
labels to the true labels provided by the original data cor-
pus. More specifically, AC is defined as follows:  
,                          (48) 
where N is the number of samples, and the map function
 is the permutation mapping function that maps 
the cluster label  obtained by clustering to the true label 
ir  provided by the data corpus, and the best mapping 
solution is obtained by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [55] 
according to [56]. More specifically,  when 
, and else .  
The defitniion of the F-measure is presented as follows:  
   
 2
2
1 Precision Recall
Precision Recall
F


 


,                      (49) 
  
1
,
N
i ii
r map p
AC
N



 imap p
ip
  , 1i ir map p 
 i ir map p   , 0i ir map p 
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where we set the parameter 1  . Note that both values of 
the AC and F-measure range from 0 to 1, i.e., the higher 
the value is, the better the clustering result will be.  
5.2 Visualization of Graph Adjacency Matrix 
We compare the adaptive reconstruction weight matrix Q 
of our RFA-LCF with the binary weights used in GCF and 
DNMF, Cosine similarity weights used in LCCF, and the 
CLR weights [18] used in GRLCF. ORL database is used 
as an example. For clear observation, we choose images of 
10 people to construct the adjacency graphs. The nearest 
neighbor number is set to 7 [19] for each approach for fair 
comparison. To evaluate the robustness of the weighting 
to noise, we also prepare a setting under noisy case.  
We visualize the constructed weight matrices on origi-
nal and noisy data in Fig.1, respectively. To corrupt data, 
we add random Gaussian noise to original data X, where 
the variance is fixed to 20. We evaluate the graph adja-
cency matrices numerically using the reconstruction error
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X   , where Q  is a weight matrix obtained 
by each weighting approach. Clearly, the smaller the re-
construction error is, the better the reconstruction result 
will be, and vice versa. We can find that: 1) the construct-
ed weight matrices by each weighting method have ap-
proximate block-diagonal structures; 2) more noisy or 
wrong inter-class connections are produced in the binary, 
Cosine and CLR weights, which may potentially lead to 
inaccurate similarity measures and high clustering error, 
compared with our adaptive weights; 3) the reconstruc-
tion error of each method over the noisy data is higher 
than that on original data, which implies that the noise in 
data can indeed decrease the representation ability of en-
coded weights; 4) our adaptive weight matrix can deliver 
smaller reconstruction errors than other weighting meth-
ods in both original and noisy cases, i.e., using our adap-
tive weight matrix to reconstruct data is potentially more 
accurate; 5) the reconstruction error by CLR weights is 
larger than that by cosine similarity weights and binary 
weights in both original and noisy cases.  
5.3 Convergence Analysis  
The problem of our RFA-LCF is solved alternately, so we 
present its convergence analysis results on two databases 
(i.e., COIL100 and HWDB1.1-D). The convergence analy-
sis results are shown in Figs.2-3, where the convergence 
results of closely related LCF, LCCF and GRLCF are also 
provided for comparison. We mainly illustrate the diver-
gence between two consecutive new representations V of 
each method for fair comparison. We can find that: 1) the 
divergence between two consecutive new representations 
of each algorithm is non-increasing; 2) all the factorization 
methods have a relatively rapid convergence rate and the 
number of iterations is about 20; 3) the convergence speed 
of our RFA-LCF is comparable to other related methods.  
     
(a1) Cosine Similarity weights            (b1) Binary weights                         (c1) CLR weights                    (d1) our adaptive weights 
Errors: 
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =20.0509        
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =22.0499             
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =0.5415                
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =0.1479 
    
(a2) Cosine Similarity weights            (b2) Binary weights                         (c2) CLR weights                    (d2) our adaptive weights 
Errors: 
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =21.1555        
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =22.2138             
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =0.3699              
2 2
/
FF
X XQ X =0.1640 
Fig.1: Visualization comparison of the constructed weights by each weighting approach on the ORL face database, where (a1)-(d1) are based 
on the original data and (a2)-(d2) are based on the noisy data with corruptions.  
 
(1) LCF                                        (2) LCCF                                       (3) GRLCF                                    (4) RFA-LCF 
Fig.2: Convergence curve of each evaluated method on the COIL100 object database.  
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(1) LCF                                        (2) LCCF                                       (3) GRLCF                                    (4) RFA-LCF 
Fig.3: Convergence curve of each evaluated method on the HWDB1.1-D database.  
   
Fig.4: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the COIL100 object database.  
   
Fig.5: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the ETH80 object database.  
5.4 Object Clustering 
We first evaluate each algorithm for clustering the object 
images of COIL100 and ETH80 databases. Based on the 
clustering evaluation process in Subsection 5.1, we aver-
age the results over 10 random selections of the K catego-
ries to avoid the contingency. The clustering curves of AC 
and F-measure are illustrated in Figs.4-5. We can find that: 
(1) the delivered AC and F-measure of each algorithm go 
down as the number of categories increases, since cluster-
ing data of less categories is relatively easy; (2) our RFA-
LCF method delivers higher values of AC and F-measure 
than other methods in the investigated cases. PAMGNMF 
and DNMF also work well by obtaining higher accuracies 
than other compared methods on the COIL100 database. 
PNMF also works well on the ETH80 database by deliver-
ing higher accuracies than other compared methods.  
5.5 Face Clustering 
We then evaluate each method for clustering the face im-
age data of the CMU PIE and UMIST face databases. In 
this study, the random features of face images are applied. 
To extract random features, each image is projected onto 
a d-dimensional feature vector with a randomly generat-
ed matrix from a zero-mean normal distribution. Each 
row of the matrix is L2-normalized. Similar to [35-37], the 
dimensionality of random face image features is set to 
d=540 in our study. We perform clustering over the ran-
domly extracted data of K categories. To avoid the ran-
domness by bias and to achieve a fair comparison, the 
accuracy and F-measure are averaged over 10 random 
selections of the K-category data. The clustering results 
on CMU PIE and UMIST databases are illustrated in Fig.6 
and Fig.7. We can find that: (1) the AC and F-measure of 
each algorithm decrease with the increasing numbers of 
categories; (2) our RFA-LCF can deliver higher AC and F-
measure than the other methods in most cases; (3) CF and 
NMF usually obtain the worst result on each database.  
5.6 Handwriting Clustering 
In this study, two handwriting datasets are used to evalu-
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ate each method, i.e., HWDB1.1-D and HWDB1.1-L that 
are two sample sets of the CASIA-HWDB1.1 handwriting 
database [12]. Specifically, HWDB1.1-D includes 2381 
handwritten digits (‘0’-‘9’) of 14×14 pixels and HWDB1.1-
L includes 12456 handwritten letters (‘a’-‘z’ and ‘A’-‘Z’) of 
16×16 pixels from 52 classes. The averaged AC and F-
measure on HWDB1.1-D and HWDB1.1-L are shown in 
Figs.8 and 9. We can find that: (1) the increasing number 
of categories can decrease the AC and F-measure of each 
model due to the fact that clustering data of less catego-
ries is relatively easier; (2) RFA-LCF delivers higher AC 
and F-measure than other related methods in most cases; 
(3) CF and NMF still obtain the worst result on each set.  
The statistics (i.e., the mean and best records over AC) 
according to Figs.4-9 are reported in Table 2. Similar per-
formance superiority of the methods can be concluded.  
 
Fig.6: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the CMU PIE face database.  
 
 
Fig.7: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the UMIST face database. 
 
 
Fig.8: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the HWDB1.1-D database.  
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Fig.9: Sample images and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the HWDB1.1-L database.  
 
TABLE 2: MEAN AND HIGHEST CLUSTERING ACCURACY (AC) ON FACE, OBJECT AND HANDWRITING DATABASES.  
        Dataset 
Method 
CMU PIE face UMIST face COIL100 object 
Mean±std (%) Best (%) Mean±std (%) Best (%) Mean±std (%) Best (%) 
NMF 23.99±12.51 51.2 24.36±12.49 51.4 27.50±11.76 52.9 
GNMF 28.10±10.96 52.6 30.50±12.39 58.5 31.84±12.09 59.6 
PNMF 39.20±11.73 60.8 46.72±12.34 71.6 58.14±9.25 76.0 
DNMF 31.82±9.01 53.5 30.86±14.08 59.3 63.63±13.86 90.9 
DSNMF 31.98±11.08 57.5 38.83±12.78 62.5 61.85±16.29 91.1 
PAMGNMF 36.81±15.53 63.3 46.04±10.86 64.7 64.71±13.14 89.9 
CF 21.97±13.38 51.3 21.97±13.38 51.3 44.61±14.44 75.5 
LCCF 37.80±11.25 61.9 39.01±11.96 62.6 52.78±16.58 85.8 
GRLCF 34.94±13.65 62.3 43.29±12.14 66.5 48.03±15.33 79.8 
LGCF 36.06±14.07 62.5 42.61±12.78 63.3 48.05±15.48 80.2 
LCF 37.09±12.41 57.3 42.15±12.66 63.3 47.61±15.27 79.1 
GCF 35.82±12.14 53.3 41.57±11.42 61.1 42.71±12.31 67.3 
RFA-LCF 41.58±12.84 65.9 48.83±13.10 74.7 67.59±13.88 92.5 
 
ETH80 object HWDB1.1-D handwriting HWDB1.1-L handwriting 
Mean±std (%) Best (%) Mean±std (%) Best (%) Mean±std (%) Best (%) 
NMF 24.94±12.42 52.3 25.55±12.34 52.7 24.67±11.84 51.3 
GNMF 26.42±11.60 52.4 30.64±11.18 54.0 27.74±11.40 53.6 
PNMF 45.65±13.24 72.1 35.08±12.73 63.4 37.51±11.52 59.2 
DNMF 22.06±13.33 51.2 27.02±11.49 51.7 25.16±11.59 51.3 
DSNMF 26.06±12.27 54.2 33.95±10.10 54.7 27.93±12.15 54.3 
PAMGNMF 25.49±12.41 52.5 28.73±11.63 53.1 25.39±12.33 52.4 
CF 33.65±13.23 63.5 28.99±12.01 55.3 28.66±11.21 53.7 
LCCF 34.97±14.58 67.9 32.74±12.58 58.5 30.62±11.47 54.1 
GRLCF 36.39±13.61 66.8 34.07±12.59 60.8 32.79±11.72 57.1 
LGCF 36.34±13.42 66.0 34.95±12.88 62.1 32.63±11.83 56.6 
LCF 36.04±13.79 67.1 29.17±11.91 54.9 31.43±11.74 56.1 
GCF 33.40±13.29 64.0 28.89±11.97 55.0 30.52±11.16 54.2 
RFA-LCF 49.05±14.63 78.0 38.71±13.59 68.7 39.85±11.83 62.2 
 
 
(a) HWDB1.1-D                             (b) Image examples with corrupted pixels                              (c) COIL100 
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(d) UMIST                                (e) Image examples with corrupted pixels                                 (f) ETH80 
Fig.10: Clustering image data of (a) HWDB1.1-D, (c) COIL100, (d) UMIST and (f) ETH80 against different levels of corruptions.  
 
Fig.11: Visualized samples and quantitative clustering evaluation results on the synthetic control chart time series dataset.  
 
5.7 Clustering Image Data against Corruptions 
In addition to evaluating each algorithm for clustering the 
original images, we also conduct simulations to test them 
for clustering the noisy image data. In this study, four real 
image databases, i.e., UMIST, ETH80, HWDB1.1-D and 
COIL100, are evaluated. To corrupt the data matrix X, we 
add random Gaussian noise with the variance being 0-100 
with interval 10 into the selected pixles of images. Note 
that the position of the corrupted pixles is unkown to us-
ers. Fig. 10 shows the corrupted images and the clustering 
results, by F-measure, with different levels of noise. The 
results of F-measure are obtained by randomly choosing 
two categories each time, and averaging over 50 runs of 
k-means clustering to avoid the randomness. From the 
results, we can find that: (1) the clustering result of each 
method generally goes down with the increasing levels of 
noise, i.e., the corrupted noisy data can indeed cause neg-
ative effects on the data representation and clustering; (2) 
our RFA-LCF can outperform other methods in this study, 
since our RFA-LCF clearly incorporates the error correc-
tion procedure into the representation learning, and the 
factorization, sparse local-coordinate coding, and recon-
struction error are defined over the noise-removed clean 
data. This finding can also demonstrate that our proposed 
robust learning strategy is feasible and effective. DNMF 
also works well on clustering the object images of ETH80 
and COIL100, while LCCF works well on clustering the 
face images of UMIST and object images of ETH80. The 
results of DNMF and LCCF are comparable on ETH80.  
TABLE 3: MEAN AND HIGHEST CLUSTERING ACCURACY (AC) 
ON SYNTHETIC CONTROL CHART TIME SERIES DATASET.  
        Dataset 
Method 
Time series dataset (SCC) 
Mean±std (%) Best (%) 
NMF 30.54±12.96 51.0 
GNMF 42.15±9.51 56.4 
PNMF 63.60±11.78 77.9 
DNMF 72.79±11.55 90.5 
DSNMF 69.73±6.97 81.4 
PAMGNMF 40.71±11.79 58.4 
CF 29.48±13.54 50.8 
LCCF 70.45±7.58 82.4 
GRLCF 64.87±8.79 77.1 
LGCF 69.78±7.40 80.7 
LCF 60.89±12.14 76.4 
GCF 69.41±7.01 78.9 
RFA-LCF 74.64±11.30 92.0 
5.8 Clustering Time Series Data 
In this section, we also investigate the clustering ability of 
our RFA-LCF method for handling the time series dataset. 
A standard UCI dataset, i.e., synthetic control chart time 
series dataset (SCC) [61], is evaluated in this study, which 
contains examples of six different classes of control chart 
time series. We mainly vary the number K from {2, 3, …, 6} 
and calculate the clustering accuracy and F-measure. To 
avoid the randomness, the results of clustering accuracy 
and F-measure are averaged over 30 random selections of 
the K categories data for each evaluated algorithm for fair 
comparison. The clustering evaluation results are shown 
in Fig.11, and the averaged results according to Fig.11 are 
given in Table 3. We find that: 1) our proposed method 
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obtains enhanced performance in most cases; 2) besides 
our model, DNMF and DSNMF can usually obtain higher 
clustering results than other evaluated methods.  
5.9 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 
Investigation of the parameters of our RFA-LCF. We first 
investigate the effects of model parameters ,  and  on 
the clustering results of our RFA-LCF. In this study, F-
measure is used as the quantitative evaluation metric and 
UMIST face database is used as an example. Since there 
are three parameters in RFA-LCF, we adopt the widely-
used grid search strategy [20-21], i.e., fixing one of the 
parameters and tuning other two from  8 6 810 ,10 , ,10  . 
The settings for the parameter analysis are shown below: 
(1) we first fix 1  to tune and  ; (2) we then fix 410 
and vary  and  ; (3) finally, we fix 610  and vary  and
 . The analysis results are illustrated in Fig.11, where the 
number of categories is set to two, and the results are av-
eraged over 30 random selections of categories and the 
central points in K-means clustering. We find that RFA-
LCF delivers stable results over a wide range of parame-
ter settings, i.e., our method is robust to the parameters. 
As a result, selecting proper parameters for RFA-LCF will 
be relatively easy in practical applications. Based on the 
parameter analysis results, we simply set 410  , 610   
and 410  for RFA-LCF in the simulations.  
In addition to presenting the above parameter analysis, 
we also explore the effects of the three terms involved in 
the objective function by respectively setting 0  , 0 
and 0  . In this study, the number of categories is also 
set to two for clustering, and the results are averaged over 
30 random selections of categories. The clustering results 
are described in Table 4. Note that trades off the robust 
adaptive local-coordinate coding,   trades off the adap-
tive weight learning and   trades off the robust projec-
tion learning for recovery. From the results, we can find 
that: 1) setting =0 has resulted in the most decreased 
clustering results in most cases, implying that the robust 
adaptive local-coordinate coding seems to have the most 
significant effect on the performance; 2) by setting 0 
or 0  , the clustering results also drop by 5%-25%. As a 
result, the three terms are all important in improving the 
performance of our proposed algorithm.  
Investigation of the hyper-parameters of other compet-
itors. We also present the hyper-parameter analysis of the 
other compared methods and report the used parameters. 
But because of the page limitation, we have presented the 
detailed parameter analysis results of the other competi-
tors in the supplementary document.  
   
Fig.11: Clustering performance of our RFA-LCF under various parameters on the UMIST face database, where: (left) Fix  to tune and  ; 
(middle) Fix to tune  and  ; (right) Fix  to tune and  .  
TABLE 4: CLUSTERING ACCURACY (AC) OVER DIFFERENT PARAMETER SETTINGS ON USED DATABASES.  
Parameter settings CMU PIE UMIST COIL100 ETH80 HWDB1.1-D HWDB1.1-L SCC 
4 6 410 , 10 , 10       65.9 74.7 92.5 78.0 68.7 62.2 92.0 
6 40, 10 , 10       52.5 53.7 51.4 51.6 51.0 51.0 50.9 
4 410 , 0, 10       55.0 66.9 73.7 67.1 58.3 57.9 76.8 
4 610 , 10 , 0      59.6 65.6 67.4 67.6 51.0 55.8 77.3 
 
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We proposed a novel and effective robust flexible auto-
weighted local-coordinate concept factorization model for 
unsupervised representation and clustering. Our frame-
work aims to improve the accuracy of the data represen-
tation and encoded neighborhood agaisnt noise and cor-
ruptions by seamlessly integrating the robust flexible CF, 
robust sparse local coordinate coding, error correction, 
and adaptive reconstruction weight learning. The applied 
L2,1-norm based flexible reconstruction residue can mini-
mize the factorization error. The used adaptive weighting 
strategy can also avoid the tricky process of selecting the 
optimal parameters in defining the affinity, which is suf-
fered in existing CF variants. Moreover, the flexible resi-
due, local-coordinate coding and adaptive weight learn-
ing are all jointly performed based on the recovered clean 
data space by error correction, which can potentially lead 
to enchanced representations for clustering.  
We have evaluated our RFA-LCF method for clustering 
three kinds of data. The numerical results have demon-
strated the effectiveness of RFA-LCF for representing and 
grouping data by comparing with 12 related factorization 
methods. Although promising results are delivered, sev-
eral challenging tasks related to our algorithm should be 
addressed in future. First, how to evaluate RFA-LCF to 
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involve new data remains unclear, and thus the inductive 
extension will be explored. Second, extending our method 
to classification and retrieval can be explored. Third, se-
lecting the optimal rank of factorization is still an open 
issue in CF based models, which should also be studied.  
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